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Some new titles from Hans Zell Publishers - 1996

Benjamin Nunez
Dictionary of Portuguese-African Civilization
Volume 2: From Ancient Kings to Presidents
502pp March 1996 £65.00/$110.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-65-7

Hans M. Zell & Cécile Lomer
Publishing and Book Development in Sub-Saharan Africa:
An Annotated Bibliography
424pp April 1996 £60.00/$100.00 cased
(Studies in Publishing, 3)
Published in association with the African Publishers’ Network (APNET), Harare, Zimbabwe

John Mcllwaine
Writings on African Archives
297pp May 1996 £55.00/$95.00 cased
Published on behalf of the Standing Conference on Library Materials on Africa (SCOLMA)

John Mcllwaine
Maps and Mapping of Africa: A Resource Guide
ca.350pp July 1996 ca. £60.00/$100.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-76-7

Gretchen Walsh
The Media in Africa & Africa in the Media: An Annotated Bibliography
ca.240pp August 1996 ca.£48.00/$85.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-81-3

Hans M. Zell
2nd revised edition
ca.220pp October 1996 ca.£39.50/$65.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-41-4

Recently published:

Kole Omotoso
Achebe or Soyinka? A Study in Contrasts
210pp 1996 £45.00/$85.00 cased
ISBN 0-905450-38-8
(New Perspectives on African Literature, 3)

"...Omotoso’s is a rich, densely-layered book, as important for the insight it gives into the author’s own scholarship and thinking, as well as in deepening understanding of Nigeria’s two greatest contemporary writers." - West Africa

Berth Lindfors
708pp 1995 £75.00/$125.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-16-3
(Bibliographical Research in African Literatures, 3)

"...more firmly than ever [the] inevitable point of departure for any student undertaking a project in African literature...the book produces insights and illuminations...an essential book." - West Africa

Benjamin Nunez
Dictionary of Portuguese-African Civilization
Volume 1: From Discovery to Independence
558pp 1995 £65.00/$110.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-10-4

"...This welcome work covers all of o espaco portugês, the whole extent of Portugal’s influence in Africa over five centuries, with succinct entries also for the indigenous civilizations encountered...amazing diversity...this is a valuable work, rich in rare facts." - Reference Reviews

Nancy J. Schmidt
418pp 1994 £50.00/$80.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-21-X

"...an extraordinary instrument for every scholar in the field of African cinema...one of the most important bibliographies published at the present moment on African cinema." - Cine and Media
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